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,S U M M A R Y· 

In;.th.e light· of recent theoretical studies it has been fotind 

that in the process of .c~llapse matter::tends ·to minimize the va

rietY of its. global properties. 

Of muchi~portance a;-e the considerations according to 

which, in the 'external space, black holes do not excite some 

fields (e.g.,scal~r, ~s.sive vector, neutrin~.fields). However,· 
'• . ... . ~ . : -· '. ; . . ' . 

the electromagnetic. fields are excited.=•lf the photon does not 

possess ·any· _small ~est mass. 
\' -

One of the :criteria -of the existence of fields outside black 

holes, namely the-incompatibility of the'presence.cif the sources' .. · . .. . . . . 
of a given field (global nonzero '"charge") witl:l the possibility 

of formation'of a·closed metric,is considered •. . - .. 
For exampl~, the presence of the to~~l electric .charge,, the 

source of the generalized MaiJ;ell field with potenti-al of the type 

~t, .. 1) t>~ arid, . ~-particular, A.. v~ !i and the source oi' the Yang

Mills field are incompatible with the formation oi' the closed. 

metric. 
•· 

There are some grounds to expect that the long-range neutri-

no forces would also be incompatib~e with the closed metric. Then 

this would ~ean that similar external fieldc of black holes should 

exist. 

The sources of scalar and massive vector fields are incompa-

tible·w.th the clo!'led metric. 
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However t~e inverse theorem is wrong: the possible·formauion 

of a closed metric in the presence of sources cannot yet testify 

in a decisive manner in favour of the fact that black holes have 

no external long-range scalar and vector fields. 

The presently available proofs for. the disappearance of the 

fieids outside black holes are given which assume, in particular, 

the existence of the event horizon and the finiteness of the po

tentials and fields on .the horizon. It is alno assumed that the 

fields influence weakly the metrios. 

However the long-range scalar field, e.f;.; in the form 

Q ~ + ~ R., 'f = J is in contradiction with this assumP

tion._. There. are some arguments in favour of the existence of the 

external massive vect·or _,(baryon) fields of black holes. Thes_e 

arguments are associated-with .the generalized Gauss'theorem for 

the massive vector field. 

A·rigorous consideration of the problem under. discussion re

quires however that the nonstatic complete (internal and,external) 

solution should be found for black holes. This consideration 

would t~en result in t~e fact. that the situation with the presence 

of horizons, bare_ singularities and the bahavior of_ fields outside 

and inside ,black holes would be clear. 
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In the light of recent theoretical studies, one has gathe

red. the impression that in the process of collapse, in the pro

cess of gravitational closing, matter tends to minimize the·va

riety of its global properties, the variety of the parameters 

characterizing the system as a whole. Indeed, many global charac

teristics are stripped in the process of collapse when a matter • 

falls· below·the surface of the "event horizon" forming a "black 

hole". In this way, outside the black hole (collapsar) there is 

observed the· lose of the magnetic dipole moment, of. the highest 

gravitational:multipoles and, possibly, the capability of excit

ing some external fields, etc. · 

This situation was figuratively defined by Wheeler as fol

lows. "A black hole has no hair". It is interesting to unders

tand which properties of systems may be denoted by this .term 

"hair", how p;roceeds .the disappearance of this hair in.the space 

around the blalt h()le, in which cases, in the language of this 

terminology, this ha~ comes out (i •. e., something is lost by a 

system in the co~se of radiat.ion before gravitational closing), 

in which cases this hair is "dressed", say, a la Schwarzschild 

sphere and becomes inaccesible for an exterior observer, 

A microscopic material system, for example, a celestial bo

dy, may possess a variety of global characteristics such as total 

mass, total electric charge, total angular momantum,etc. A celes

tial body consisting of, e. g. , h;rdrogen gas has huge baryon and 

lepton cb.l.rges.The system may also possess strangeness~ From the 

point of viewo:f the electron:neutrino weak inter~ctions, ace

lestial body may be a sourceof a.neutrino-antineutrino field de-
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creasing as 1~>-. In principle, the macroscopic material sys

tem may be a source· of a scalar field. It may possess. magnetic 

dip9le moment, highest gravitational momenta,etc. The stripping . 

of the global characteristics, this peculiar "gravitational str.Lp--

tease",can go much far. 

There exist such final states of material systems·that are 

deprived of all their global characteristics; he're we imply sys

tems with closed metric for-which, in particular, total mass•, 

total angular momentum. and total electric charge are zero. The 

blagk holes and the systema with 'closed metric are two extreme 

and not t~ansforming to each o_ther (at least in classical phy

sics)stat~s of systems ~ith minimized characteristics.A~ will be 

seen, the discussion of the global characteristics which violate 

the metric of closed systems and comes with it•in contradictio~2/ 

is very valuable for understanding 'gravitational striptease in 

the production of black holes~ We recall that the studies of 

Ginzburgi3/ (1964) ~d Ozernoj/4/ show~d that the magnetic dipole.· 

moment measured at a certain distance :rrom the collapsar tends 

to zero as the collapsar matter falls below the surf~ce of the 

event horizon in th~ process of gravitational closing, i.;e. when 

the star surface approaches the Schwarzschild surface••. Dorosh-

*It is supposed that the so~called 1\ -term in the E~ 
equations is absent. 

••rn the process of gravitational collapse, when the sur
face. of- a star is approaching the Schwarzschild surface("event 
horiZon"),there also proceeds a stripping of free electrons down 
to a minimal value n., : :k.M ll'tc. _ 11 S: s. • . That is, for a 
crl.'til.co.~ ...:.:-a M.-MG>, h.-><-H"YWcl~.:.-to/fY ., In other words, 
there remains one eJ.ecliron per ~O" gr .... 1o-t ton of matter. The 
matter density is, in this case, f< _ iOu ,,...,~r,..~. 
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• 

Price/4/ (1971) et al./17•181 concluded that the matter. car-. 

'eying long-range scalar field sources which has fallen below the 

Schwarzschild sphere induces no scalar field outside the black 

hole. This case is not associated:with any radiation: the sour

ces of the scalar field are hid in a black hole •. Hartle/7, 8/~ 
concludes that the_ collapsar too, exerts no neutrino forces in 

.the exterior space. He gives the expression for the potential of 

neutrino forces from sources localized near the collapsarf7/ at 

the point a 

(1) 

If the place of localization of the neutrino field sources 

approaches the Schwarzschild surface (Q~M), the expression (1) 

is equal to zero. The black hole has no~ neutrino hair. The intel'

pretation of this case is more complicated.and raises some ques

tions. It is asserted that the black holes have no vector meson 

(bary~n) field/17 ' 18/: It is interesting to answer the questio~ · 
as to ·which global properties_ of black holes are conserved. The

re exists the assertion that the black holes may possess only 

mass (M), electric charge ( £ ) and angular momentum ( J) since 

these quantities obey conservation laws. However, another ques

tion arises what is the situation with enormous baryon (or lep-

.ton) charges of a collapsing star which are also conserved. 

Ruff~i and .Wheelerf9/ t~ to eXplain this. situation in the 

following way: "Electric charge is a distinguishable quantity 
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because it carries a long-range force (conservation.of flux; 

Gauss's law). Baryon number and strangeness carry no such long

range force. They have no Gauss's law • • • . Nor has anyone ever 

been able to give a convincing reason to expect a direct and 

spontaneous violation of the principle of conservation of baryon 

number. In gravitational collapse, however, that principle· is 

not directly violated; it is transcended. It is transcended beca

use in collapse one loses the possibility of.measuring·baryon 

number, and therefore this quantity cannot be well defined for a 

collapsed object. Similarly, strangeness is no longer'conserved". · 

In an analogous wa;y, Hartle et al. interprets the impossibi

lity of establishing the presence of the neut.rino charge in a 

black hole by means of an experiment performed outside this hole. 

In the most recent book by ~el 1 dovich and Novikovf101 this situa

tion is formulated as follows: 

"The disappearance of signals from particles buried in the 

process of collapse is not the death of 'these particles: indeed, · 

we do not consider the. man who turned the corner of a building 

to be perished". . 
Further it would be iilteresting to discuss in: more detail 

to what extent the interpretation of Ruffini-Whe~ler is adequate 

to the situation in question.in collapsing systems. 

It is also interesting to discuss arguments in favour·of 

the fact that black holes.have no external scalar, massive vec

tor and neutrino fields. But beforehand it is advisable to con

sider an assertion (say,lemma) concerning systems described by 

a closed metric. As will.be seen below the results of this con

sideration are very important for the problems under discussion. 

This assertion is formulated as follows: 
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If a system containing sources (specific charges) of some 

field is found to be incompatible with the closed metric then the 

corresponding black hole has outside it the field of tne given 

sources. 

The characteristics of the system (c1:·itical matter density, 

etc.) are assumed to be such that when the values of the charges 

in question tend to zero the metric becomes closed. 

As is known, .the Friedmann line element/11/ 

ds2- = 4)J•/'- a:Y?)c17['L_ atf).s-i~'~ 2i(cle2-+ s-;htBdP~ 
describes one of the models of the closed world • 

Here the ~ariable ~ changes in the limits 

o~-;(<JT. 

(2) 

The va;riable t_ is connected with the time · t by a simple rela

tion C c{;t = a.. clp. 
The same eq.(2) describes the internal metric of a black 

hole provided that the matter of the system is distributed in 

such a manner that the region of i is filled only to ;i0 ~f'. Then 

the external solutio~, which is Euclidean at infinity, must 

in an appropriate fashion, be sewed with the internal solution. 

The metric as a whole is nonstatic but, ih a certain approxima

tion, the external metric may be the Schwarzschild metric. 'Final~ 

ly, if the matter fills the region. ~ < i-o < .JT , th~ there 

arises a system with semi-closed metric. If spheres with some 

values are· circumscribed around the.point ll= e, then the sur

face of the sphere is . ~ = (4) 

The surface. of the sphere.$ increases with increasing -/- <;;: .. 
Jt . .... 

However for i >I'· the dimensions of the sphere decrease arid 

for f..= jl . the sphere reduces to a point. The world becomes 
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closed. For f-o~ f (~lack hole)/12i the sphe:es incre_ase monoto-

, nously with increasing radius at a gi van time moment(~): the qum

tity 2 =ilstlr;{ assumes :i.n the extemal metric the meaning ,of a ino

notoneously increasing.radius. The semi-closed metric (in the 

case~j{0 .C::Jf) is characterized by the pr.esence of the_ minimal 
' . (f]"L ~\ ,) . . 
value of '-l~= OJ~'- -:>-0;. In other words, by the presence of a spe-

cific throat ( in the Wheeler -terminology ''worinhole") which links 
'. . 

the intemal and external metrics. ·The matter density f ( t) in-

tegrated ·over the whole space of the closed world gives the "bare"-_ 

mas~ of the system, i.e. 2 the total mass disregarding the gravita-

tional defect 1}1 o = 1 JT'f-[t} a.Yt.J . (.5) 

This~value· of the bare mass defines the-radius of the closed· 

world ( ao ) at the. moment of its maxiliiUlll expansion 
a _ x.Mo 

0 - 3:rrcl- (G) 

The latter expression is directly obtained from the Einstmn 

equation/111 
!~)~- ~JT)( f: - c .t. .• 
l a. - 3 a_:Z. ' (?) 

• . da.. . ··. . . Mo 
if in eq.(?) it is putO.=dt=Oand according to Eq~(.5) fo=b~a:. 

The total mass of a part of the closed world localized in. the do-

main from i = 
nal defect) is 

0 to. 'to (i.e. ,the bare mass minus 

given by . 
c~ . 3../ 

M trlf; = ;;:- a o Sin. "" o 

its gravitatio-

(8) 

· · Thus, the total mass of the closed system ( ../ =Jf) is zero. l"o 
The total electric. charge of the closed world is also zero. The 

latter fact is due to the law of conservation of electric char

ge. The attempts to place the electric charge .in the closed 
world result in a contradiction between the Gauss theorea 

' . 
( ~ E:"J$ -= J.i:n-{... ) and the closed 
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metric/111 which illustrate .the above lemma. The character of de

formation of the metric by a· small electric charge is discussed 

in refs./1 ~• 141. For an arbitrary small electric charge, a noti

ceable deflection from the closed. metric occurs·only when~ is 

arbitrarily close to ~ • In other words, if spheres with '/.."?' 0 

are circumscribed around a small charge C. localized at 'j. = 0 ·.) 

then these spheres are characterized by the expression (4). With 

increasing of -/v to i= f the spheres increase. For i7 f , if 
the charge is very small, the spheres decrease. But ·in the do- :. 

..1 Jr main 7t. ';> :;:: • the electric strength lines ("hair" of the elect~o-

magnetic field)become more dense. The spheres (4) for ;{;of plf13S 

the role of peculiar condensing lenses for the strength l~es ot 

an electrostatic field. 

A detailed consideration/14/ shows that when the· density of 

strength lines is such that the electrostatic potential reaches 

the nlue 2. 
lO C 
1 = r.:- , (9) 

-V~ 

then with ·further increase of i the spheres begin af9J,in to grow, 

and the metric transforms to the well-known Nordstrom-Reissner 

metric which, .in the given case, is .characterized by the value. 

of the Schwarzschild mass 
11 - E. (10) fPI t~t. - II£' 

_/ .t -L. L t . clt'- :L/'..c/ !.. . L o/ .tl . 
or~ =~c d - c:p -'Z.. ("()+.s-tn.B !f;J(11). 

and 

4 ·= IA.1.- E ViZ") .2. 
("' c.t.. 'l. ·. • (12) 

where 

The radius of the minimal sphere which is allowed by the elec-

trio charge is proportional to the magnitude of the charge 

II ~ ·, 
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·( . 
. · :r 
' ,. 
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il 

..., ... - s_.,JX: .: (1~) 
vh\,tt -. c:t. • 

. The metric ceases to be closed for an arbitrary small 

electric charge. Figuratively speaking, the electric strength 

lines ( 11hair") become more danae for i close to Jf so that 

they· ripunch" in the metric a "wol-mb.ole'' (throat) into which. the 

electric vector flux rushes forming outside the given material 

system the Nordstrom-Reissner metric. For.an arbitrary small • 

electric charge; the metric as a whole resembles the metric of 

·a semi-closed ("Z- 1= 0;"2-~1? 0) world* •. In the hairdresser ~angua
ge,:outside the metric there arises a bun "horse tail". But if 

the. charge & is large enough then the minimal sphere may .. be 

absent •. In this case, ·.the closed. metric can be violated alre~dy- · 

at i~ j;__ • Then this metric .describes a black hole obligato-

rily with eXternal electrostatic field. 

. • H uur Universe had a matter density ft..; 1o-29gr/cm~~·, 
which in the case of the electric neutrality of the matter 
could lead to a closed· metric, then the presence of a single re
dundant electron in the Universe would render it unclosed with 
throat .,. e·Jii; i,;··... . 

v "'-'" ""' cl- ...._, 10-,... em, · 
and the total mass for the exterior observer would be found to 
be . M tot """ ~ ,._,. . 10-6 gr. . 
The'system which becomes· a system with closed Friedmann metric 
whenthe electric charge tends to zero was called "electrosta
tic fridmon"/2/, and the external metric (11) - tp.e fridmon met
ric, when cp is given by eq. (12). 

It should be noted, however, that the external metric of 
this type may have another internal continuation which descri
bes the Papapetrou model wi'\;h the same relation M ·= E... I;;;: • 
But in this case,•the internal solution describes the static 
system in which the gravitational and electrostatic forces equi
librate each other. Then the sizes of the material system are . 
necessarily larger than its gravitational'radius /15/; The 
friedmon metric is the extreme .case of the semi-closed metric 

{Mtot > E/!>Z} for ,·Hioi: ~ E/~ · 
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It is possible to perform a "test" of the lemma suggested 

without constructing a self-consistent solution which takes in

to account the effect of the sources of the field considered. It 

is possible, e<g.,for methodical purposes, to find and discuss . 

the solutions of the Maxwell equation for the electrostatic case 

with i #. 0 under. the conditions of a strictly closed metric, as-
. . . J . 

sume, for simplicity, in the Einstein world or in the Friemann 

world at the moment of the maximum expansion. Under these condi

tions, the contractions of the requirement E -F. 0 with closed 

metric result in the appea~ance of divergences for the potential, 

as -J.. ~ :;r. 
It is e~sy to see that in.this case the soiution for the 

electrostatic potential is , 
CDkst 

lf == (l ~h. tv 
For the energy density we naturally have 

(14). 

T. 0 1 (15) 
0 """· a~Sittv7L 

At J{~JT the expressions (14) and (15) diverge even if the sour-

ce (charge ~ ) in the reglon near -jL =. 0 is smeared out over a 

certain_ finite sphere. In other words, for ;(_ = :Ji there apears 

a singularity w~ich is characteristic of the point source which 

we have not expected in this' place. This is just the contradic

tion with closed metric • 

We apply the test suggested-to .the massive vector field •. 

Then the question is as to what situation-arises in the closed. 

metric if in the bar,Yon-neut~al matter of this system there will 

be, say, one redundant neutron at·~-= o, and this neutron will 

be·the sourse of, say, a J -meson vector field. 
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The equations for the massive (~f) vector field in an 

arbitrary curved space are (c = 1) 

s cy ~ m~ 'fr- == -lt:Jrj r-. (16) 

We consider central symmetric solution for this equation in 

the absence of.free waves. We. solve the problem under the same 

assumtions as the previous one concerning the moment of the ma-. 
ximum e~an~ion of the Friedmann world ( a..._= a..0 1 a... = 0). 

Let a0 tn. S > i , and the metric be given· in the form (2) 

so ~hat A= a; .cttt'i &-itt e . rn this case the system of equations 

t16) reduces to a single equation 

· · 1... cl.. ( . l- 1 d.. lP) .2. a ..t }. ..z. · (17) 
s-,·..,_~-f-.d.£ fri"'-1'--J_-jv 1o -frt,J' 0 V:,=-_"=f:rr~"j". 

b'or small ;(
0 

the charge ~ and the charge d~sl. ty jJ are connect-

ed by the relation 9 = ~ :JI.fo a.3 f-/ ; j fl= fo , provided 
_/ • I ....; Qo 
1\.. ~io , and j = 0 provided i > ,...._ 0 • 

Using tho standard receipt, it is eas7 to get for ~ out -

side the charge location the expression 
lP · f3 e.->-1--- . I ·.t .2. 
lo rv • ..1 , here >.=vOoMp -j_ (18) 

S-i.l-1. /""' . ' 
which naturally may be regarded as an analogue of the ordinar7 

expression lP...., j_ ehJ>'t.. in the Euclidean space~ According to eq~ 
I ~ . 

(18) we could draw the conclusion thiit for· i-{jl the potential 

· !f 
0 

diverges similarly to the case of· electrodyn9:mics and that 

the presence of the sources of the massive vector field with non

zero' total charge is incompatible with the closed metric. 

·But this conclusion is really wrong; it is based on the er

ror. ·we·· have used, by force of habit, the boundary condi tiona 

which are ordinary for the EUclidean space~-These conditions of 

the finiteness of the solution select naturall7 the solutions 

which decrease exponentiall7.with increasing ~-. 
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: is based on the er- ' 
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···These· c ondi tiona of 

. lly the solutions· 

; i·· 

In the case of the closed world there is no space infinity, 

and therefore a more general type of solution is possible/15/ 
.e->-iv -e.+>.t.. ( ) 

lfo. = p ~tt.i- _+ (( n""~ . 19 
The·requirement for the solution to be finite and continuo-

us outside the source is satisfied by the condition imposed on 

the coeffioierits ·} and o : · · 
. . fo{?..->..:Jr + 0 .e.+:A:Ji -- 0. 

Thus, outside the point source we have the following solu-
r 

tion 
' ,\ 

·'f - fJHt,J..{Jr-1-) 
o - · J-h_ .A:rr &-t'nt.- (20) 

No:.V lf
0 

for -J,.-.Jf is finite and the field{~)for -j-Jr 
vanishes. ~ 

We are led to the conclusion t~t the presence of the sour_; 

ces of 1118.ssive vector field is compatible with the closed metric_, 

that the closed world can contain the nonzero total baryon char

ge (the souroe of the massive vector field). In ref./1~/a closed 

metric taking into account the massive vector field effects is 

constrtioted. The essential diffe~ence between the massless and 

massive vector fields has thus been established. 

The result we have obtained does not contradict the asser

tion that the massive vector field is absent outside black'holes. 

But, at the same time, this result is not a proof of.the 

validity of this assertion. The matter is that the lemma inverse 

to tha~ suggested above is not definitely valid. 'rt is enough to· 

rec&l.l that the mass, the source of the gravitational.field; al

lows the 'closed metric arid the black hole excite . in the exter

nal space a gravitational field • 

As was shown by R.Asanovf16/, the ~ources of the massless 
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,· 

. ·~· 

.-:, 

· scalar field are also compatible with tho Friedmann closed met-
. .J !L ¥('l;f) ~ J.{t,#LL p(T,t) . . . 

ric. In the metric G-lS = e . (;{-l: - e . .a;t. - e, o(Jl the equatial . . . ' . . . . 

for the scalar field · 

~\?"" U ·=- 1tJrj. .. (21). 

if of the form . . .. 

e ~;_[ u 1
; + (- { + p 1-r fJuJ~e~".r(i ;p~f)u) = ~JTJ~ '~2 ) 

j- is the invariant density of the scalar :hold sources. 
. IS". 

In this metric, tho Bianchi identity '\1
0 

'T' : 0,-using eq. ·-
. I ::1 

(22), yields. the relation (f -'f:- + 1j ~ = 0 ; f' ls the. mass (.t3) 
densit;y:. Here the signs 1 and • denote the derivatives with 

respect to Z. and .'L , respectively. If it is possible to intro..: 

duce comoving synchronous coordinates (i.e._,when 'tis indepen

dent of '2..- ) we have the consequence 
. . . ' I 0 

JU = . 
Then the scalar fi~ld mus~ be. either free <J = 0) or 

u'= o. 

(24) 

(25) 

In the Friedmann metric the condition (25) is a direct ?onsequen

ce of the world homogeneity and in the scalar field,eq. (22), .· 

there remain only time derivatives. 

In re!(16/ a model of the closed world is considered under 

the assumption. . • eL . 
. ·. '1.-0 -: . . . . . -~ .:._If£ ' (26) 

. ~ . . ~ .. . 

where . .e :J), 0(1.-w?JJ 0$ ?~2Jr. That is, one imp~ies a dust-like 

model of the Frledmann world/111 in a. synchronous coordinate 

system. 

It is remarkable that the expression for the density of, the 

scalar field sources is then· 

. 2 ~'(%- i 
J =. ~~Jr.a a;~"'%. 

(2'7.) 
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:mann closed met~ 
. p(r,t). . 

e e{JZ the equatim 

(21) 

~-iJz) = ~JN. (22) 
... ~ ~ .. d' ' 

.d sources. 
·. CS'. r.: a, using eq •.. 

:1 . 

: f' is the .ma:ss (.t3) 

lerivatives with 

>ossible to intro~ . . 

(24) 

: 0) or 

(25) 

i direct ?onsequen- · 

field ,eq. (22), .·. · 

. . 
considered under 

(26) 

plies a dust-like 
,¥' _,_ . ' 

ous coordina'te · 

the density of the 
f . - •'· •. ' ~ 

(27) 
'. 

' ~ ; I' 

The densit;r changes in a specific manner with time(cdt=ad'l} 

J vanishes when ~n. 'I%..= 1/2 . end at certain . time moments changes 

even the sign. This behaviour of_the scalar field sources may be 

. explained b;r the fact that, contrary to the electric charge, the 

scalar field charge does not obey the conservation law. Thus,the 

closed world may have the nonzero total charge of the scalar 

field. The situation with the neutrino field (B) is far more 

complicated. 

The preliminary.oonsideration shows that placing a_point 

neutrino field source at. the point { = 0 we are led to th~. 
image (with opposite sign) of this source at i. =.Jl 

I 
- B(-jcJr) = .B {'it) . (27) 

If further consideration shows that this result is valid 

this will mean that the nonzero leptonic charg~ is incompatible 

with the closed metric~ In this case, there will appear neces

sarily an external continuation of' the metric end the existence 
' 

of neutrino hair outside black holes will be inevitable. In 

other words, there will be a contradiction with the Hartle re

sultf7,BI • 

Now we consider the existing proofs of ~he absence of sca

lar. ( U ), massive-vector ( lf ) and neutrino (B) fields outside 

black holes. All the avaiJ,able proofs of this kind/6,7,17,18/ 

are based on a number of suppositions. The most important of 

them are the following • 

. i) The system under consideration possesses an event hori

zon ~H- 00 ; .C..- 'l,. r . 
ii) The potential of the field under consideration has a 

finite value on the event horizon. 
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.iii). The influence of the field.on the metric may.be neg:.._ 

lect_ed in the case of an arbitradly weak field. 

: · We consider in more. detail :the situations :which happen for 

different fields. 

I. The Scalar Long-Range Field .. 

We recall that the scalar field has a large variety of pe:.. 
. ' . 

culiar pr~pertios whic~ were mentioned, in particular~ by 

Dic):l:e/20/. Further we shall discuss some of them. First of all, 

we ~ote that th~ scalar field equation can be written in the 

form (21): %'V6"U =-4:rrj and in the !orr/22 , 23/. 

. . .\76'v~>U_+f-U.. ':_.4.Jrj_. (28) 

The latter is conformal invariant and-has a number of advantages 

compared to' (21). The problem of oq.(21)'which is similar to 

the Nordfitrom-Reis~ner problem was solved by F~sh~rf1 9/moro~.than 
twentY years ago. The metric obtained in this· work strongly_ dif

fers from the Nordstrom-Relssne; and Schwarz~child metric: )it is 

surprising that in the case of the scalar field the event hori~ 

zoil is absent. More. correctly, the·. appropriate· Schwarzschild 

sphe~e reduces to' a poiilt and this occurs :for any small charge 

of the'scalar field source. 

· This'result·in itself seems' to be so surprlsing. and unlike-
. . 

ly that one wants automatically to find ani calculation errors . . . .-

. or some natural restrictions of the r~ge of applicabilitY of .. 

the st~tic metric' :for just the scalar tield~ Hirstly we _give the 

results of ref./191. The metric obtained by. Fish~r is 

ds,. =(X:--~o)Pd-b2- z!t. t:_z-~o}FJ'Z.~-z'-{clrl+Jilrk_) r1<29_) 
.~+:fi ~~ l~+~i . - . . 

·nere '::1. _ 1. ~ 1 G.t. _ ,~ m..·G-is the scalar. charge (3o) 
;;co,:t.- v>t: m. +>t + ""- J . . .. . 
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~prising and unlike

c8lculatio~ errors 

~ applicnbili tY of ·: · 
' '· . . 
'Rirstly we _give the 

Fisher· is 

~?.~(cte~J<l~dr1<29) 
. acalar;.charge (:3o) · 

,:·· 

.. 
;.'.J' 

~ . . 

· ... , ., 

·.·: 

. I 

. P = xrn-
. . ' . v'x.-2m.~ + )( G-~· ' 

:t('t)= 'G- e.xp(Y;_>-)- 't.)·z- oo _; fJ011 =€..~ f).,., =-e>. . C32) 

and (:C- ~o)i-P (1_ +it ~f+-P = z_.t, 

According to. (29) f}1~ turns to ilifinity nowhere. flu 
Similarly to 9oo, tends to zero for :t-.20 •According to (;?;)Qand 

• . 'd:u.. 

<J 00 are equal .to zero at t... = o. 

The potential obtained in this paper has, at t. = o;a l'oga-

ri tbmic singularity: 

u == G- en :C.+R:1 
~ ()t...tm. .t+ K G-i . ~-:to 

(34)' 

The Fisher's results were independently obtained more tlian 

twenty years ago by Jams, Newman and Winicour/24/. In their paper 

the metric was found.to be 

. ds~/J.IL+?.o!J H) t~+ rz}·{cw~SinJ.fJdr')-A.ii.R-?o(/1-L)j~~ (35) 
· [iR.-rzo ftt-tl · LM.-r'lo(fi+i.) ' 
~. 

where 

By means of a simple transformation, this metric transforms to · · 

the metric (29) which is more convenient for discussion since 'in·, . . . 

it CJ
11 

is the coefficient for cl.'tL rather than for. #.t as . 

is the case of eq. (36). 

Both papers/19• 24/ contain. some errors/25• 26/ 

in the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of .the 
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metric*, but they do not concern the form of the linear element 

(29) which has'been calculated ~o;rectl~~ Thus, forth~ scalar 

field described by eq. (21) there is .no : c.ondi tion of applicabi

'li ty of· the theorems which proVide evid.~nc e for the fact that 

the black hole has no external scalar ~ield, ·if in the case of 

the scalar field the metric (29) is. assumed ,,to be correct. 

In fact, in this c~se the system with scalar field sources 

has no event horizon (the condition i) is not fulfilled). In 

this case there is no black hole, but there is something simi~ 

lar to a "bare"singularity to which the Schwarzschild sphere 

is degenerated. But the potential turns to infinity on this de

generate Schwarzschild sphere (the condition ii) is not fulfil

led). The'latter remark concerns the criticism of the proofs of 

refs./'1,".7, 181 which deal with the static metric. 

An analysis of the problem being a nonstationary problem . ~ . . 

in the comoving coordinate s,ystem which is given by, e.g.,· 

Price/6/ will be discussed later on. 

It is obvious that the metric (29) possesses a variety of 

unexpected properties which are hardly reconciled to physical 

*AsR.Asanov remarked/261 in the papers/24/ in the nota
. tion · 'l- 0 = 2m there is ~o gravitational constant. Therefore, 
there arise difficulties in interpreting,the asymptotic metric 
for x-o. -:1. · 1 .t. 

In fact, Fisher has -p =. V 1.-+ r; L- oo J p- 0. 
J<Mt X-? 0 

%-=11+~:~· A+~~£ --.1. 
• . 0 >t--? 0 

In the papers of JNW 

In 1the first case, when K~ 0 the metric (29) becomes Eucli
dean. 
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) becomes Eucli-

, I 

intuition. This is, first of ail, the destruction of the Schwarz

shild horizon for arbitrarilY small scalar field). Then. the qu7 

estion arises. Is,it possible to bring into agreement this pro

perty of the metric (29) with the transition to the limit G-6 
jhich necess~ily leads to the Schw~rzschild metric? It is found 

· that this property is fulfilled. At G ~ 0 1 according to (30) . ' 

;l 0 = 0; 1:1. = 2Jctlt• According to (31) p = 1 1 according to (33): 

i +.l xrn.. = ~. 07) 

Consequently 1 f_or G~ 0 the metric .is 

ds!l.-:- &- J.~~dt2._ {1- J.~~d_e-- ·/{JBL.r~n'vd'fJ.oa> 
On the other band,· at any small G- , {loo and ~-u tend 

for z--o monotonously to zero. 

A formal analysis ·shows that when z_. 0 and (;. . .-Othe 

metric behaves iii a .nonanalytic manner :- it-: 0 fz-o},but, at the 

very limit ( r = 0), according to (3?) assumes by jump the value 

(39) 

· It may .be supposed tliat the static metric (29) can be ap

plied only up_ to some ~~;t• It is quite possible that there 

exist some physical causes which have not been analysed yet and_ 

which'do not allow, in this metric, to restrict the internal 

solution to any small Z.. • 
The cause of this may be the following peculiar properties 

of the scalar field. We consider, as an-example, in a certain 

Newton approximation, the total_mass of the system distributed 

over a spherical domain of a radius ~0 • Let the bare mass of. 
' } 

a matter (disregarding its gravitational mass defect) be M0 and 

the total scalar charge distributed over this domain be G. 
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By generalizing the ·well-known Arnowitt-pese~Misner ·re~a- ... 

tion'P~7~for the· total mass of tlie, system we get .. . . . .. . i G-~· 

/vi tot = f'vt - X. M -to-r -' --· -
. o .2_ C.z. to ..t C:'tZ.o J 

(40) 

. . . . " . 2.. (" l. 'I <! ~ .2.)~ 
Mto-t=...:....:'Z.oC. + .--rC.oC. +"?cCNo_{i;..; ~ 

X- k£ . .k. k. • 

or 

(41) 

According to (41) the total mass vanishes ~or 
t ·_..; G:t. 

o -). M, c..t • (42) 

The system ~ question cannot be localized in the domain 

'C.< 'l 
0 

• When 'l. < 'Z 0 there arises the nogati ve value of the. to~ 

tal lliass, ~he gravitational attraction ia'replaced, as if, by . . . . . ~ . . 

the gravitational repulsion, and the system conserves its mini-

mal sizes Z..0 • 
:'' 

The latter may testify in ~avour~of the fact that.a conti

nuation of the external vacuum, metric (29) 1 to any small dis-

tances (similarly to. the static metric) appears to be invalid •. 

If we analyse the structure of the metric (29) in the light 

of the above considerations, we can draw the following conclusi-

on. 

As '(.. ~ o.o , ;t _, G.. J 

- Q - ).. - 'L!L (~-~")p A (43) 
. dH- e - z.t. :t-+~~ - .1. , c.- oo. 

On the other hand, using (33), e~ can be expressed as 

>. {~-:io){~-2-1) (44) 
e = .t~ 

Or, substituting the values of ] 
0 

and ~ .i 
.2. c:__ 

.e.>. = .A + :lxm.. _ :x. (;: (45J 
~ ~ fL A . 

For large, but finite Z...., and consequently, ~ , e · )> 1 
~ ) 

as in the cases of the Schwarzschild and Nordstrom~Reissner 

metrics. 
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(44) 

(45) 
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el1tl;r; ~ ' e ' .,. i ' 
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),. 

However, starting from _certain· 'L or !t- , e becomes 

smaller again and at t~O'tends monotonously to zer~. But, the 

most Unexpected, fact, is that e..>· t changing in this manner, 

nowhere turns to infinity. In other words, in this case the 

event horizon is not formed*. 
). 

But it is remarkable that with changing Z.. , e turns 

twice to unity: at ~ ~ oo (i.e. at 't. _. oo ) and at 

.. 
' ' ~ 

-~ G. '::J -....-- "( " .2.tn. - . c -. 
'(46) 

Following the meaning of the relation (42), 'the ·relation 

(46) ma;r be- interpreted as follows:' if ·a matter is 

charged by· a' scalar charge and localized· in the domain 
. .t " • '' .. . 

1 c. -:::: .G , then . the total mass ' of the. system ' in the 
.c:tn.. ' ' 

range from· · ~ = 0 to -~ = .ll: c.. · is zero. ·· In other 

words, if the Schwarzschild mass measured at Z _.; oo 

turns out. to be In, , then the whole of it is -,localized· 

only in the range :i-7 ~ crit. " 

In eq. (;,;,) assuming ~ .to be equal to the cri-
. . .t. 

·tical .value, ~c.~ .£:__ == X:& l i. · it is possible to find. 
. .2M. ~~~~0 

the critical (., cri t.' 

• In a recent paper by R.Asanov "The·static Scalar Field 
and the Event Horizon", P2-6564Dubna,_1972, a model with sca
lar and electrostatic. fields for the Schwarschild mass ht..
with the requirement for. the metric to be .Euclidean at the po-
int . 't.. = 0 is constructed. - · . 

The numerical solution shows that in any case if C!. S::0,9l!lm, 
wherei ~";. 1 and where it is meaningful to sew the internal 
and external solutions

7 
the event horizon is absent. 



.t(; . . . . 1. .. 
~ ~ 1 1. 2.. 1.+..£ 

(_ C~if - - (x; ht. -+Jt C. + ~ ll'L j ~ _ · 
Jm. (,_2rn."-+->r.."L _ . :::: ))ern. \r )(~ . ) (47) 

. G-.t. 
1"f -<< i 

Jtnt..2. 

Summarizing the above considerations concerning the metric 

(29) and the speciflc features of .the scalar field we may con

clude that the problem of the scalar field in ·the process of col

lapse of systems is still (be careful ) open. It will be solved 

when one will succeed in finding the internal solution of the 

collapsing system taking into account the scalar field effect 

on the metric and the external solution sewed with the former. 

It is essential.that this should be done outside the ·framework 

of perturbation theory. Tnis problem is-essentially nonstatic. . . . 

The trouble is that, contrary to electrodynamics, here in tne 
' ',·· :····. 

case _o! central simmetric motion of matter there can occ~r a mo-

nopole radiation of the sc~lar field which changes the mass and 

the gravitational radius of the system. 

Above we have considered the sc~lar :field obeying eq.(21). 
• I • • 

The other form of the scalar field eq.(28) leads to the-metric 

which, in a particular cas_e, contains the event horizon/281. 

This particular case is characterized by a definite ~elation-v . 

ship between the total mass (m) and the total charge (G) of·the 

system 
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nita relation-

harge (G) of the 

(48) 

In this case there arises an external metric which is 

quite analogous t~the p~rticular case of the Nordstrom-Reissner 

metric when the total mass (m) is equal to the total electric 

charge ( ~ ): 
a Y - >- t a..)2- lx7 
<:J o o == e == e. = t1- 7: ) a.. = x m. v' 3 . < 49) 

But, contrary to the electrostatic. case, in this metric 

too, the scalar potential on the event horizon' turns to infini-

. ~ 
U=-

z-~ 
(50.) 

Here we have the counter-example when the black hole pos

sesses an external scalar field. Because on the event horizon 

the potential 'L.-l. vanishes .. the theorem according to which the 
. r 

field is zero outside the black hole cannot be applied to this 

case (the condition ii) is violated). 

On the other hand, a possible existence of the external 

field is prov~d by.the' general analysis of c~ase/29/,follow _ .. 

ing which, in this case, the potential at the e~ent horizon . · 

should have infinit~l~ large values. Generally speaking, the 

Chase's result is obtained in the simple way. 

In the case of electrostatics, when the potential tran~-..~ 
forma as the ·fourth vector component, the first integral of· the· 

equation gives the derivative of the electrostatic potential 

with respect to' the coordinate ("field") .. 

lP I...:... e.. e >-;'~'- e. ·a · a 
·1 - z..t. ·· ...,.-zrdood.11, 

whereas in the case when the field u_ ia· ·~c~lar"19( 

(51). 



. I a 0 a 
u ·- _ ~ e ~ =·-T~ CJ11 • <52> 

.. ' ' 'l . . . . 'lc. ? 0(1 . . ).-1- '/ 
In the Nordstrom-Reissner .metric we have -. f/oo'ifu = e _ j_ • 

In.a similar.metric; or in a more general one, but aiso 
' . . . ' ' ·.· . •·). '. . _,. ' ' . 

with the event horizon, when e' ~ 00 t ~z._:...,. 'ZQ"t and ~oo is 
. ' . ' 

bounded at the event horizon, the field 1.{ __ must inevitably as-

sume infinitely large values. This is just the peculiar feature 
' . 

of ~- ·, the peculiar feature of its ·scalar natUre. 

, _: Generally speaking,· some similar-cases which are characte.l'!lz

ed by infinite values of certain physical qu~tities on the 

Schwarzshild surface may be "disqualified"_ as unphysical cases. · 
• I 

For example; they may not be the extreme cases ·of the physical 

collapse. In the process of collapse there must not arise a sin-

gularity in the metric on the event horizon which is not ·removab

le by a coordinate transformation: the known. invariants must not 

have a stngularity on the horizon. 

From this point of view the metric (49), as the one which 

coiricides-formaly with the Nordstrom-Reissner metric, is quite 

correct. Singularity does no~ ariSe for .inva~iants (e.g.r&p1R.'J.tr~ 
on the event horizon. Moreover, in spite of the fact that the 

' ,. ··' . . .. () 

potential U "(as t- a.) diverges, the ene~gy density (. 7;, )for 

'Z. = Ct vanishes. This is. due to a p~culiarl28/ dependence of 

the tensor r: with resp~ct to u. end derivatives. 

In addition, the peculiar feature of the scalar field con-· 

sists in that in the Lagrangian the scalar potential is added to 
the mass/20•211 --- ~ 
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system moving with velocity lJ"' •, the ~calar potential is of 

the :form/20,21/ .. 
. I . ;--;;x 

.u = v1-c..L u.. <.53> 

If we take into account then according to (49) 

> {1-:~t-: 4 == (i- ~)' (.54) 
and the potential (.50) is given by the expression 

. u - _C- ..:...· =-:{ -=--- . . . 
. . .• •· . . -:-:. - .'Z- . :t - c.::. ) 

then for an observes which crosses the horizon in an falling 

down1reeiy coordinat system the potential of the scalar 
. ~ i 

charge localized under the horozon remains finite. 

Keeping apart the particular case (48), the general solU

tion for which :v'+ A'~ 0 . contains, similarly to (2.5), a 

~ingul~ritY only ~en Z..- 0 
Thus, it seems advisable to consider the process itself of 

\ -· .··· 
(< • •• ' •• 

collapse of the matter charged by the seal~ field soilrces. This 
I , . , . 

. means. that it is necessary t<,> consider a nonstatic ~oblem: to 
•'..; {.. 

find a nonstatic internal ·solution (in the domain occupied by 

matter) and a splution in vacuum sevved with iti e.g. in. a fal-

ling down coordinate system. ·. . . . 

This task. has be~ pe~formed . by Price/6(, but in. th~ frame

work o~ pex:tUrbation, th~o17 •. Price ·;6/ · . c~~~id~x;:s it pos

sible to disrega:.:,~ the _scalar field effect on the metric if the 

scalar field is assUmed to be we8k. He uses the model of dust

like matter. The internal metric of a star is'described by the 

•rn the equation .. VcSQ'"u =~~;j the potential U. and· the · 
scalar charge density J are. invariants, while the total sca
lar .ch.~e G._-= J.jol\! · ,is not invariant and tran_sforms .. as_ · 
a Tolum.~~ • . ·(;..~ 1/:1-'lf%'- Go. . ··. ·· ·' 
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Friedmann like .element (2). The. external solution is given 'by 

the well-known spherical symmetric line element in a comoving 

(synchronous) coordinate systeu/11/. .· · . -

ds~= dT'L..:.. (t?J%~)'1-~ ·dR.i- t~(dGt-+~tffd'f~. 
:1 ~).E(R) · . 

The system begins to collapse from the distance '2.-Sf ::: lt M • 

At this initial mom~nt th
2
e scalar fie~d (cp ) is supposed . 

to be static ( dcf>/cJ.r=-0, dYi{T.2.;;0). For convenience the 

internal initial form of the potential is chosen with a defini

te ;( -dependence. The .particular ;{ -dependent solution i~ 
taken as 

cPs - VJ Cf!Jt11o~-s;~t~~~) ~ · .. C55) 
The author shows that at the moment when the star surface 

.crosses the event horizon the potential of the scalar field.and 

its derivat.ives 1:emam finite and non-v~is~ing. Thus, .lt is 

proved that the scalar field perturbs wea~ly the metric. The 

a~thor/G/ ignores completely the discussion of the metric (29) 

which seems_not to allow the application of perturbation theory 

to Price's problem. Thus, for the moment it is possible only to 

state the contradiction between tw~~pproaches.As we have eeen 

, above, in additi~n.there is the direct countre-example of the 

Price's result, the metric (49) where there is the horizon, but 

at the horizon the scalar potential turns to infinity." In this 
. . ~ i . . 

particular ce,se, (48) G- -:: 3xht • This means that the scalar and 

gravitational forces are of the. same order. Moreover the zero 

approximation (the event horizon exists, the scalar field is 

absent) has no sense: G = 0 gives r.J.se to ;:. »t,. = o; The 

concrete Price model is doubtful too~· The ~tter is t:ti~t, in 
the synchronous coordinate system, according to the Bianchi 
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t is the horizon, but 

;o . infinity." In this 

I that the SCalar and 
Moreover·the zero 

Le SCalar field iS 

;o ; .. rtv = o; The_. 

~tter is ti:iat,· in 

tg . to the Bianchi . 

identity we have u_:' = o, the potential must not. depend on i 
.. (see eqs. (23), (24) and (25)). In general, ec;i •. (22') for the po

tential in the system used by Price should not conta·in deriva~i

ves with respect 'to the spacial coordinate. It is unknown to 

what extent a given concrete i -dependence is allowed in· a gi-

. :ven model and whether the initial conditions cf~ = 0 and cft:t: =0 

are adniissible, b'earing in mind eq~ (~f) which, in !ihe s~chron?

us system must,. strictly speaking,· contaill only time derivatives. 

· · Further, Price uses actually the law of conservation 

of scalar charge. At,.the same time, as the analysis of the sca;.. 

lar charge density behavior iii the Friedmann: ·metric shows/161, 

the scalar charge density can change its sign with time and 

even vanish (2?). 

If we performed a test of the above lemma for the scalar 
. 

charge in the closed world assuming, by analogy with the elec-

trostatic case, tluit the integration constant is unchanged then. 

we would obtained for the scalar potential an eXpression similar 

to the 'electrostatic one (14), i.e. u""' ·i..-1 which would ·be 
Sihtv 

incompatible with the cJ.tlsed metric at j(. _.;.;. .11. . . -. ~ 

The scijlar field possesses another surprising property:· 

the particle mass of the. scalar field source must be a function 

of the scala~ potential. The variation of the scalar potential· 

with time changes the'mass of the system and inversely. This 

property was also indicated· by' Dicke/20/ •· The corresponqing ·-~-~- · 

lation in general relativity is a consequence of the contracted. 

Bianchi identity 

(56) 

from where/161 
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. . "' . 
fL =;J- u.... ) (57) 

wh~re {L i~ the matter density,;}- the_ scalar charge dEnsity. 

Thus~ the study of the· scalar field under~ the. conditiorisLof 

a collapsing system ~s a. far· more complicated problem than the 

electrodynamic-problem. It seems-to us that it has not been stu

died yet completely •. ' 

· -It is very important to explore the behavior of the massive 

scalar_ fields. in the process' of collapse.· These fields have re

cent~y been discussed in the theory of elementary parti'cles and 

are .. of fundamental importance when attempting to construct a. 

unified theory of weak and elec-cromagnetic interactions/~/. 

2. ~he Vector Massive Field 

Unfortunately an external solution of the typ~ of the Nord

.strom-Reissner solution.for the massive vector field has not - . 

been obtained· as yet. The example of _the scalar field shows ho_w 

important is . the concrete form of the_ me_tric for the analysis of 

the state of the e_xternal field ·of collapsing systems •. Ignoring 

· the concrete form of ·the: metric it is hard· to garantee the absen

ce of: any surprise in ,this case_. 

Let us consider the example of a massive vector .field in 

tl;ie form of the .. J> -meson field. The . ;&ources of the . .9 -meson · 

field are_nucleons, assume.for.dmplicity,neutrona. The_field. 

r:_ ::: ~u <f. _ 7)'1 'f J.<.. · .. and. the potential lf' M.. obey the equation 
IJN r· . V 1 · F ~~~ 2.. t'- t J. • ,.._ · / l) 

. . . . 1 v _-:- h1J' .'f -: - ~JTj ~- l5!. 
where _ _ tns is the mass of the· J' ~.meson, J~' is the baryon cur-

rent vector. 
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'f~. obey the equation· 
I J. • ,.._ /, l = ~ ~JTJ, ;, . . l5!.) 

jr · is the b~on cui--

...• ,...· 

. l 

In this case, contrary to the case of the s~alar field, the 
\ ,; 

baryon charge ~ obeys the conservation law. But, contra,ry to 

electrodynamics, in vector mesodynamics there is no Gauss theo~ 

rem. 

It is considered that thi~ difference results tn the fact 

that black holes have no external massive. vector ·field • 

. It ia re_marka.ble that ~ the case of the massive vector 

field there is a certain peculiar analogue of tho Gauss theorem, 

more correctly,. a peculiar generalization of it. A more detailed 
' 

consideration of the relations available here forces us to as-

sume,that in the case of the massive vector field the. problem of 

the external metric of the black hole is, carefully speaking, 

awaiting its solution. 

Let us consider a mesodynamic analogue of the electrodyna

mic Gauss theorem, in the Euclidean metric, for simplicity. 

Let a baryon charge y be localized in a certain domain in 

such a way that 
J-:/= 0 .) 'L < z. 0 . ) 

~j':.O.J t7'Lo. 

For the flux of the mesodynamic vector ~~.through the 

closed surface sUrrounding the charge,. using eq. (51'), we .have. 

the following expression 

}Eh.dS = rrz} jy0dV~ftdV. • (58) 

After a sphere of radius Z.';?:-( 0 has been. circumscribed 

around the charge, we get a vector flux through this sphere 
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In electrodynamics the flux of the vector [h.;.. has the 

same value on the sphere of any radius which surrounds this 

charge. But in the case of mesodynamics the·· total flux of E ,... 
decreases with increasing radius. For the sphere radius tending . 

to infinity, the r.h;s. of eq. (6o) vanishes: the flux of 'Ett-. is 

completely cancelled. 

If it is appropriate to empl~y in mesoaynamics the term 

"straight lines" then in the case of vector massive field the 

straight lines do not end, similarly to the case of electrodyna

mic.s, by the charges of opposite sign. Figurativel;r speaking, 

they are'cancelled by the specific "field charge" which is rea

lized by the field potential and always ~istrlbuted continuously 

over the whole space. We imply the' integral in the r.h.s. of 

eq. (60). 

The sphere of finite radius ~ is crossed by _the nonzero 

vector flux. This is the "hair" of the baryon flux. The asser

tion that outside the black hole the fluX vanishes means that; 

inside the black hole it becomes zero when approaching the evalt 

horizon. This_means that, in some manner, "the field cha1'ge" in

tegrated over'the internal space of the black hole increases so 

that it becomes able of compensating the potential vanishing 

which has occured outside the black hole. Without appropriate 

increase of the potential in the internal space it.is impossib

le to let the flux vanish 'throught the Schwarzschild sphere. 

Considering the situation with the discussed flux in the 

closed world it is easy to verify that the potential (20) pro

vides vanishing of the :flux on the world boUndary for -j._. -== :Ji. 

This possibiJ.ity is due to the fact that inside the closed 
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e potential (20) pro
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inside the closed 

world in the expression for the potential one adds a term with 

increasing exponent •. Therefore the ch.arge density inc1·eases so 

that. to compensate the baryon cba.rge. In this sense, in the. 

closed world the total "baryon charge" (the r.h.s. of eq.(58))is 

zero. Because of the change ilithe potential the "hair"'of the 

j? -meson field are setlled inside the closed world. 

The problem is as to 1at the expense of what can increase . . ' ., . 

the integral of the vector massive .. field inside the black hole. 

It is known that the boUndary conditions on the Euclidean infi

nitY. for a coll'1psing sysilem do not cba.nge. In other words, it 

is impossible to make the. ext~rnal field of the black hole equal 

to zero~ it should. be, figuratively speal!:ing, "driven ill.side'' 

the blac~ hole, so that tel increase the integral mf J 'f 0 cf v 
ins~de the blaok hole to the value which compensates the total 

bacyon charge · ~ • In any case, it is still unclear how in the 

process of collapse the generalized. Gauss theorem is fulfilled. 

One may not ass~rt that black holes have no external baryon 

field.· 

3· The Neutrino Field 

The situation with the neutrino forces is much more comp-· 

licated. In fact, if there proceeds the interaction. (e'Y)(e.v), 

then a system consisting e.g. of hydrogen should .induce in 

the surrounding tipace a neutrino-antineutrino field with po

tenti~l B ..;';{_s-'. We imply here the vector mode of interaction 

for which· th8r8 iS ·th~ law o:r· conServati .. on of the sourceS Of 

this field, the law of conserva'tion of leptonic charge. The 
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forces are here the repulsive forces. The quantity 

l == [n-re-)-t?.(e+J] + [nfYe)-n (9;)] . 
conserves •. Denoting the corresponding spinors as follows 

'fe and 'fy 
the conservation law for leptonic charge is then 

rod_ (lf G ~) == o, 
1/S- e.. I = cL 

··where j 'f. _ (r 0 ) 

- 'Yv ) ol o 0.1.. :; 
¥ .1. are the corresponding Dirac matrices. 

The situation is complicated. by the presence of the paper 

of Hartle/7/, one often refers to. He asserts that outside the 

black hole the neutrino force potential vanishes. ·rn the fra

mework of the approxima~ions of this paper, it seems to be cor

rect •. If in the collapse the whole matter of the black hole tums 

into neutrons then the.problems we are interested in cancel since 

in this case the leptonic charge is irradiated. 

But, in principle, the situation is possible when the mat

ter density is very small and the mass of the object is large 

eriough. There arises the question whether the metric may be. 

closed (e.g. the metric of our Universe), if the total leptonic 

charge is nonzero/21. Unfortunately, the neutrino field is not 

the solution of some equation of the Maxwell type and here the . . . _, 

law of conservation of leptons is not connected with any ana-

logue of the Gauss theorem. One may however attempt to ~onstruct 

formally a certain generalized Maxwell field for the case of 
. il 
electrostatic ·forces with the dependence 1?.-~ and higher. Such 

a generaliza~ion has been.made.by the authorand_B~resin/311. 
With this consistent formalism, the Gauss theorem is automati-
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caily formulated for a certain tensor. ·The formalism includes · 

the. static potentials . 1. . 
. . V -v c_U+L · (61 ). 

Similarly to the electrostatic field, the generalized vector 

field does notvanishoutside the black hole. The external 

metric of this collapsar is a generalization of the Nordstrom-
~' . . ' . 

Reissner metric. This example. is instructive by that the poten-

tial: with such !1 high dependence on. Z. does not exclude _the ap

propriate .Gauss theorem•. It might be assumed that the ab~enc'e · 

of neutrino hair. outsi~e.black.holes is in some way associated. 

with the. fast ~ecreo.se of the .potential with incr·easing distan-.. 
ce. However, the example of the appropriately generalized Max

well field shows that here the situation is inore complicated. 

Alt)?.ough the generalized Maxwell :field, similarly to the 

neutrino-antineutrino :field, is the vector field, although iii 

•Tho classic equation of.motion for the given charge is 
written as in ·ref./7/ · . . ~-·· . v 

In~ c{U = ~~ ~ 'U (~f'-Bv-7Jv Bfi )· Fitv=-{IABy-o!lBt(.) 
· . dt ·c v.2 ' ' 

where By is the .vector-potential, 2{/<- is the velocity vector. 
In the same way one chooses the interaction lagrangian 

. . . '. ·li.·w-=- ;i- 'j~ sr-' jr- the ~~rrent.. < • 

But the lagrangian o~ the free field Lnteraction is now written 
in the form· . . 

, . -~1 . - J.. {Ff~Ff"Vj K 
1 

oL . is constant •. · 

Theri the generalized Maxwell equation reads . 

~.-[(;_~vFtt~~<-t.FitJ ==lf;~<c~ ;/~ 
The Gauss the.6rem is fulfilled for the tensor 

:J)_i~~-:- {-. FrvFf1V} K-:J. F i~. . 

For I{ = 1 the formalism lea.~s to the_ MaJC\Vell theory. 

.··: 
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I 
the both cases the static potentials have the same power depen-

dence, the analogy between the two fields is, as yet, exhausted 

only·by these characteristics, The theorems proved for the ge

neralized Maxwell field cannot be simply transferred to the 

Hartle case. The attempt to come to contradiction· (or agreement) 

with the closed metric in the Hartle case, by analo~ with the 

electrostatic field, by means of a direct calculation of the · · 

. neutrino-antineutrino quanti ties at i"""' $' seems to lead really 

to singularities, as in the electrostatic case • For a point 

source of the neutrino forces localized at the point j( = 0 of 

·the·ciosed world there arises a mirror image of the· source atj{:SI 

B(;() ==- B (Ji;....i-). 

In other words it would seem that the correspond~g neutri

no hair should not disappear. This result needs a more thorough 

checking. However if the lepton charge conservation law is not 

violated in strong gravitational fields it is apparently'hard 
. . 

to conceive· a "mechanism" by means of which it would be possible 

to dress the neutrino biir in the closed world or. a la Schwarz

schild sphere. Th~ neutrino vector field in its properties is 

in a certain sense, close to the Maxwell one. Contrary to the 

scalar field, this field is_characterized by the inevitable· exis

tence of particles and antiparticles as the sources of this 
$ . . 

field, similarly to the case of the Maxwell field. Unlike the 

mesodynamic field, any boundary con~ition cannot let the neutri

no field (as the ·electrostatic one) vanish on the surface surro

unding the source of this field. This vanishing of the neutrino 

. field inside the black ·hole, when approaching the horizon from 
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tling the horizon from 
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inside. the black hole, must be in some way, realized if outside . 

· the black hole the neutrino field is absent. In other words, in 

the .case of the neutrino :field, as in the previous cases·' of the 

scalar and vectCJr meson' fields, the final conclusion'about·the .· 

behaviour of these fields outside the black hole can be drawn· 

after finding the sewed internal and external solutions. 

As a result of thisdiscussion·of the nonstatic problems, . . . 
it is· pos.sible to conceive 'all the' situation with the presence 

of horizons, bare singularities (if any) and the behaviour -of 

the fields outside and (obligatorily) inside black holes. 

Leaving-the question as to whether or not black holes have 

the scalar:and baryon fields open we are able of asserting more , . 

defin1telythat there may exists a world with clos~d metric 'with 

neutral scalar field sources, -There may exist a closed: world 
4 

withunequal nwnber of nucleons and antinucleons. 

It should be stressed that, in principle, the closed world · 

may exist in the form Of very'·Small sizes .(small aO = {l.,mA)( )and 

contain a· substance of very small mass . Mo. But the needed homo-
.. . . 

·genous ·matter density at .the moment of maximal expansion of 

the system m,Ust obey 

So, for the mass 

the relation 
c~ 

f-o ""'- .K-3 11o~ ' 
of the order of the 

(62) 

solar· mass (~"'1o33~ ·· 

.;the maximal-sizes of the closed'world (6) are a~,..;illtrtand the 

den~it; is fiJ-v101~g~/cm3. The ;az:ge of applicability of the 

classical theory (nonquantum) for the formation of systems with·. · 

closed metric lies in the regi~n of the -ma~s Mo"' 10-5 g~ and of . 

· the ci'osed\vorld -~i~~:jf' ·;Ja0 ,y 10-:33 em •. If in our .world we. 
· ·. . · · · · •/'1cC · ·· . ·· · 
could build such syst'ems artificially out of the matter· surround-

'•A.: 
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ing us or, unde~ some conditions, thw,r could emerge at will 

then some peculiar situations would occur. 

These closed systems would then be characterized outside 

by the complete absence of hair. All the properties of ~tter 

would be buried in these systems without external remainder 
! ' 

(hair) and irrevocably. As we have seen above, such a closed 

system may, in principle, consist of_neutrons alone (i.e. witho

ut the same number of antineutrons), Therefore its formation 

would mean that we lose some number of neutrons. This would be a 

direct violation of the law of conservation of the barton num

ber. In this situation it would un.appropriate to use the -term 

''transcended" introduced by Wheeller.This situation is adequatel7 

described by the term "violated". Following the book of Zel'do

vich and Novikov, it is impossible to apply_ to this example the 

comparison with a man "who turns the corner" •. Now. even this cor

ner has not-remained•. Howrrer, as is known, the formation of 

systems with closed metric out of matter surrounding us is !a

possible. 

The black hole, the semi-closed s.rstem and the closed world 

can be described by the same line element (2). Although. the se

mi-closed and the closed worlds·are lower energy states of ays

Mems consisting, in.principle, of the.same number of, say, neu

trons-the transitions-of black holes to the state of a semi-clo

sed system are neve~eless forbidden. The matter ia that·the _. 

event hori2on (e.g. the Schwarz~child sphere) .is as if the sur-

• If here we can draw some analogy with the man · we rather 
imply the· lieutenant Kizhe who, as is known, "has no bod,-". 

!· 
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face of a semi-conducting ("one way") membrane - it can only ab

sorb matter. and increases in this process only its sizes. The 

system which is fallon under this surface. cannot decrease its 

total mass, cannot irradiate energy. Tho transition of the black 

hole to the state of the semiclosed system is impossible •. 

The transition of a semi-closed system to the c~osed one is im

possible for the same reasons. The fact th~t these transitions 

are forbidden appears to be a peculiar manifestation. of the 

law of conservation of baryon charge. 

From the methodical point of view, in order to develop the 

above-mentioned ideas it is useful to discuss the -instructive 

example of the collapse of very small masses the possibility of 

which was illustrated by .Zel'dovich/321. He shows that a given 

arbitrary small N number of baryons can be summed in such a 

manner that their total mass measured by an external observer 

will be arbitrary small. In fact, the total mass · M for a mat

ter at rest of density :k...-- is . I . R 

/'v1 - 4:;r J f<{t.) ?.'-c(z (63) 
0 

and the total number of particles N is given by 
R. A~ . . 

W = lt.Jr J n('l.) e :2 2. ~. d~.) · (64)' 

0 • .\1.2 
yhere lt{"l) is t~ particle density, ~· =(9;;. If the distribu-

tion is }A-·· = -z..t . J '2 < R.. ; ft -:::: 0) "2 '> R- ) then iii the case 

of an ultra-relativistic gas tL W: 
. y =; 1i (3i) 13f~ 3 

and the expression for the total mass is 1{; 
A ;.:'-3 #~ /, 8.JTxct) 3 · 

_____ .:...;\1;___· co_tt....;.st tv a_. (.:L-:-~/ , if .\ =Cch-'f:(65> 
•some other situation occurs in the case of anticollapse 

when a radiation originating from the system is possible. 
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According to eq. (65), for any N the mass M tends to zero,. 
' ~ . . 

provided a, --
8
-. Zel' dovich notice that, in principle, it. 

JIM. .-

would be possible to design such a machine which would perfol'll 

magnificent contractions, would lead the system to the desired 

configuration with extremely large gravitational mass defect at 

which the energy· released would be close to the wtal proper energy 

of the system, In nuclear reactions the energy released is about 

one percent of the mass of the system~ However, ~e are interested 

not'in the Zel1 dovich fantastic machine, but the instructive oc

casion for discussing the extreme ca~e of·the system with zero 

tot~l mass. Let._we have formed .. a system consistillg of N neu-· 

trona, or Zel'dovich has succeeded in constructing a machine , 
. c,'L .. 

which by realizing the case ct.=--- bring the system to a state 
8m<... . 

with zero total·mass. If such a case was realized, the system 

would completely disappear from our experience. The construction 

of this machine would lead to a decrease, i.e. actually annihila

tion of baryons in the Universe. In th:i.s sense the result is 

quite adequate to the formation of closed systems with·which we 

have dealt above. 

Now using this example it.is appropriate to continue the 

discussion of the generalized Gauss theorem for the massive v~c

tor field. Neutrons are sources,. e. g. SJ- meson forces which are 

completely neglected in the Zel'dovich treatment. If we attempt 

to induce a.collapse of, say, one gram of neutrons then when the 
1i.. 

neutron~ are localized in a region much smaller than ~ the 
. '"fV . 

value. of the second ·t;erm in eq. (60) becomes irifinitesimal. When 

the region of localization-is still by many orders of magnitude 

larger than the gravitational radius of the system (0g-v,_:,10-~!.), 
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when the gravitational forces may still be neglected, the gene-
. . . . 

ralized Gauss theorem is actually 

·. fEn-dS . . -q:Jr9- (66) 

In other world, there arises a purely electrodynamic analogue of 
~ . '• . 

the Gauss theorem vdth its characteristic properties, in parti-

cular, concerning baryon hair. If the collapse of such a system 

,.was realized, then in virtue of applicability of eq. (66) the cor

responding black hole would have baryon hair and, consequently·.' 

· nonzero mis~. Here we have taken the opportunity to illustrate 

once more.the 'importance of the analogue of the Gauss theorem 

' . . 

in mesodynamlcs. Although the appropriate calculations of the 

machine in the framework of the idealization suggested ·by·the 

author are·quite correct it should however be·n~ted that thi~ 
machine cannot,~ principle, be applied to the real neutron ~t-

tor. In fact, if _the system is contracted to sizes somewhat smal

ler than o/mf c- , the potential of the repulsion forces of 

this U neutron system is estimated to be 

V /V N{!i-) m~c )_-' 
where f?t."' .is the. neutron mass. 

g2... . 
Since :;;- ~-1._ .then .the energy oi' the mass localized at 

. -,.,c . i\, .· 
diatanc e_s larger ~~ cL tl\,

11 
C, > ~ ~ 1, turns ·out to be larger than . 

the total rest mass of neutrons forming'this system*. Further. 

localization of the system of. N neutrons (i.e. the "packing" 

of them in a still more narrow region) increases only the exte~-
. . 

-nal energy of_the meson field. The total mass o:f the system lo-. · 

calized-in the i'ield whenthe machine operates is alway~ larger 

* At this stage of. construction (dimen~ions ~'tN1o-14. em) 
the gravitational ~ss'd~fect is still negligible. 
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than ~~~ and never vanishes. From this point of view, the 

machine destroying baryons, about which writes Zel 1 dovich is 

impossible. ? 

. The Zel ~ dovich machine is impossible j1;1st because of .the 

"hair'' the source of which is the conserved bary~n charge•. Wh~ 

discussing the op~ration of, the machine we have disregar~ed the 

fact that the huge meson fields which are due to contraction 

will lead to the production of neutron-antineutron pairs.The 

antinetttrou will be attracted by this .system decreasing its ba-
. . . 

ryon charge whlle the neutrons will be repulsed from .the system. 

When ·the system .will be completely neutralized ~ the baryon . .• ~ . . 

charge due ~-o further contraction, the system mat, in principle, 

become closed with zero total mass. rn·this case the system will 

have no baryon hair (meson field), but this fact .is in. agreement 

~ith the law of conservation of baryon number. U~fo~ately 

the machine does not provide :the desired energy yield from mat

ter: due to the operation of the. machine the same number of 

neutrons will be in the surrounding space. Roughly speaking,. 

all the neutrons will be "squeezed out" from the system~ Here 

it should be noticed that due to the vector meson repulsive 

forces the s.tar collapse appears to be unable of developing in

firiitely. 

The role .. of the short-range nuclear forces in the develop

ment of the gravitational collapse was repeatedly discussed. 

But usually one considered the'situation when.the sizes of the 

collapsing system (R)· are. much larger than the range of. action 

· •we imply here the systems in. the initial state, which : 
are in no way microscopic, however far from the critical mas
ses of celestial bodies. The gravitational radius~ is assign-
ed to the mass 't\; ct.. i'1 g ,.c., 

Mo,.. m
11
c ~ NiO ~ = iO -btc. •. 
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of nuclear forces ( ~ ). In this case f.R,.__ JL) 
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'it is possible to introduce the notion of pressure since the· 

nuclear energy enters additively when summing small parts of 

the system. The general thermodynamic consideration shows that · 

~t this stage of collapse (R. '>'> ~ ) the nuclear forces do· 
. ~~c ~ 

not cease _the gravitational contraction. For ~< ~ the 

phenomenon goes nut the framework of the thermodynamical consi

deration and further stage of the collapse should be considered 

dynamically as in the case of the presence of electrostatic 

forces. As Novikov has remarked/33/, electrostatic forces, being 

long-range·ones, are capable of stopping the gravitational col-. ' ~ 
lapse~ When the system is localized in the region . R.. < ~ the 

·fields become actually long-range ones!. and there arises the comp

lete analogy with the electrostatic forces in the treatment of 

the possibility of. stopping the collapse. Naturally the matter 

density becomes'· here huge. In fact, the critical mass at which 

the _collapse of a star can occ~ is. Mw Me"'1o33 gr • 

In the sphere of radius - ·the density of such a mass . : . . m c. 
is fV -~ i033if!:cf3 -· £'o"Tv !-~. 

It is interesting that this density, at which the collapse 
" • .. ' "J 

is expected to stop, is about 20 orders of magnitude smaller 

thBn the so-called critical (quantum) density ~ cr~~1~gr/cu( 
which in certain hypotheses is associated with the considera-

tions• about a possible stopping of the star_collapse•*.· 

· ·*These considerations consist in that,. at such densities, 
nonquantum mechanical approaches are already invalid, and there 
remains, in pririciple; .a hope that in this case other laws shoikl 
impede further development of the collapse. · 
· · ••The deruiity 'f<."' 1093 gr/cm3 is reached for masses larger· 

than !If> by a factor of ::t.o2°, i.e. for M ,., 10s;3 gram. May be by 
chance-this value coincides approximately with the mass of our 
Universe. · 
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Apparently the problem of infinite development of the col

lapse up to the point li.mlt does not simply exist. However in a 

comoving coordinate system.there arises the problem of the star 

expansion after the collpse has stopped. The classic .considera

. tion shows that this expansion may not be an expansion into the 

same space/331 •• 

We have discussed the impossibility of formation of closed 

and semi-closed systems ln the framework of classical physics.It 

is, however, quite possible that in quantum theory there can oc

cur situations when certain analogues ~f; th'e~e systems may be re-

alized. We imply the occurence of, e.g. rare quantum fluctuations 

in few-nucleon systems. Here we may refer to our ignorance of 

the laws in this domain of physical phenomena. But the forma;.. 
. . 

tion of Closed systems due to fluctuatiO!}S WOUld be a.Violatio~ 

of the. law of baryon conservation. The spontaneous formation of 

microscopic semi-closed systems or microscopic black holes does 

not contradict any laws of conservation. However 'when these sys

tems have small sizes. only extremely small (unit) electrical and 

baryon charges, i.e. system~ of the type of fridmons/21, are 

more favorable energetically. These small sys~ems with large 

charges arc unstable due to pair production and vacuum 'polariza~ 

tion in ~trong fields near point sources. 

However, in modern theory of elementary particles there are 

situations in which the discussion of possible formation of mic

roscopic semi-closed systems may· turn out to ,be important. We 

*.With such contractions it is necessary to take into acco
unt the space-time picture of pair production, mixing of char
ged partLcles and themotion of pair components toward periphery. 
It is quite possible that this fact can change noticeably the 
whole situation. 
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.imply here the intermediate states in modern perturbation theory 
' ' . 

as applied to elementary particles. The states of semi-closed 

. systems or the states of black hole's would seem to belong to 

the complete set of the states which can sp.ontaneously occur in 

these cases. Moreover, energe~ically these states are the lowest 

ones which, as we shall see below, is important. Thus, if in the 

intermediate state the particle emits a quantum of mass than, 

according to the Heisenberg relation, this mass is localized in 

the domain* 

(67) 

The complete set of intermediate states includes states with 

arbitrary large energies and, consequently, arbitratily large 

masses. In modern theory of elementary particles one legalized 

historically the violation of the logic namely to ~ntroduce in

to consideration states with arbitrary ~arge masses and, at the 

same time, to disregard completely their gravitational effects. 

When in·the intermediat~ state we have the mass of the order 

~ ,.._, ~ , then the gravitational ~dius of .this mass is· 

"2 · _, ix.ttL · ilfc' ;,z (68) 
vrc- --: cr- == c:z. 

On the other hand, for this mass, the dimension of the do-' 
main where the mass is localized (according to (67)) 

e I'VE- .-v ~ ~ coincides with the gravitational radius 
~c · c . · 

of the object in this' state. With. further increase of the ener-

gy of the intermediate st~te the gravitational radius should al

so increase. But, on the other hand, the domain of localization . . . . .. . . . 

*Jhen a quantum of energy E = 'k V is emitted, follow
:Lrig the Fermi language·/~5/, the particle "borrows" the energy 

E = ~ncJL. . According to the uncertainty relati?n, th': time 
of "borrowing" cannot be longer than '1\../m-cL. Dur1.ng th:Ls 
time the emitted quantum cannot go away from the particle at 
a distance larger than ,.... -1;../m. c · 
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should th~ecrease according to the Heisenberg relation, and 

for h'\..-') ~ should beco_me smaller than the. gravitational ra

dius. If such-a situation occured iD. the range of application of 

ciassical ·physics we w~uld SIJY that ,;e 'were d~aling ¥il th a sys

tem the mass of which is under the· Schwarzschild gravitational 

sphere. In other words, we would jmply a system in a collapsing 

state. This ~ight be either the stat~of. the black_~hole or ra

the~ a state of the system with semi-closed metric if'the bare 

mass of the intermediate state strongly decre~ses d~e to 'gravi

_tational defect, At present we do not know whether our under-· 

standi~g o~ the inetric remains valid in this state. But we 

know that with increasing energy of the intermediate state, ac

cording to the Heisenberg relation, the domain of mass localiza

tion decreases. Hence, due to large mass concentration, the gra

vitational mass defect should increase which then decrease the 
' 

total mass of the intermediate state. It appears that the gravi-

tational radius of the system may not exceed the dim~sions al

lowed by the Heisenberg relation, if we take into account the 

gravitational mass defect. In this way the-contradiction under 

discussion may be resolved, 

If we can admit the estimates (40) for the total mass of 

the inte~ediate state of this kind, then it would be obtained 

fv1 -k. M ~:. f-
from the relation -tot = nt. r + ~ - }(.. -ca---.1. 

· 'te~C.· · k 'l.oC. 
where t'Yt-p is the particle mass, 'Vtoc. is the mass of an emit-

ted quantum in the intermediate state, or 
~- t~ ~~~~~----~---~q---1--, 

M -toi; =-....2.-,-- + "Lo C. +~ -t- ..£, 'l,. c me 
k 'U~ .. 'LI ..... 

. At '{
0

--. 0 · '\.. '"' r.;. -· 

. M tot-- V~ . . 
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This value is the maximum possible one for the total mass (ener~ 

gy) of the intermediate states. 

It is obvious that the adequate quantum description of col

lapsing systems can introduce essential corz.·ections apparently 

to their space-tune description. It is doubtful whether the 

energy picture of these states will change appreciably, or 

more exactly, whether this affect noticeably the gravitational 

defect of masses localized in a small domain. 

If.these considerations are really found to be essential .for 

·elementary particle theory this will precisely be that rare case 

· when the discussion of the properties of collapsing cosmic bo

dies initiates the discussion of the fundamental problems of 

elementary particle theory. 

In conclusion I takes it may pleasant duty to thank my 

colleagues R.As~ov, V.Beresin and V.Frol?V for numerous discus

sions as a result of :.hich s.ome problems have became more clear 

and,on the contrary, others have lost their clearness. 
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